ARE YOU CONDUCTING RESEARCH?
Research is an undertaking intended to extend knowledge through a disciplined inquiry and/or systematic investigation.

DOES YOUR RESEARCH INVOLVE HUMANS?
This includes:
• living human participants; and/or
• human biological materials derived from living and deceased individuals.

ARE YOU CONDUCTING RESEARCH WITH HUMANS AS AN EMPLOYEE / STUDENT / FACULTY MEMBER?

SUBMIT APPLICATION ON ROMEO RESEARCHER PORTAL
APPROVED?

COMMENCE RESEARCH
COMPLETED BEFORE REB APPROVAL EXPIRES?

SUBMIT AMENDMENT FORM ON ROMEO RESEARCHER PORTAL
APPROVED?

REVIEW
ADVERSE EVENTS?
RESOLVED?
CONSULT WITH REB
REVISE

SUBMIT SERIOUS ADVERSE EVENTS (SAE) FORM ON ROMEO RESEARCHER PORTAL
RESOLVED?

ADVERSE EVENTS?
NO

SUBMIT FINAL REPORT ON ROMEO RESEARCHER PORTAL
APPROVED?

REVISE

KEEP CALM & CARRY ON

ARE YOU CONDUCTING RESEARCH ON ROMEO RESEARCHER PORTAL

ASK THE REB

CONSULT WITH REB

REVISE

REVISE

REVIEW

HAVE QUESTIONS? ASK THE REB!
cpineda@ocadu.ca x4368
www.ocadu.ca/research/research-ethics-board.htm